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This specialist and compact event rarely figures the big brands but usually there is
much of interest for the enthusiast. In particular the fracturing of traditional
centralised distribution channels for audio means that some more exotic lines,
supported by specialist importer /dealers, get their chance to
show off.
I scouted as usual, looking for newcomers and the following caught my attention. A
presentable sound in a room is a first indicator, while taking account of the usually
difficult electrical and acoustic conditions.

There was a lot of SE, single ended triode valve stuff about, here another decorative
example by John Howes using those ancient pre 1940s thermionic output devices this
one the PX25, capable of 6W Class A,

Raidho
High on my listing for this show was a demo of a stand mount speaker from Raidho,
Denmark, the C1.0 distributed by HIGH END CABLE. Certainly no giveaway at
£9,400, though including the ultra-tech stylish stands, the dem was impressive, hosted
by experienced hand Lars, and I will not say despite the Bel Canto Class D
amplification, because the ensemble as presented was impressive, leaving me wanting
more.
In a large room the bass linearity and definition was out of all proportion to the
moderate size while the mid was first rate and the treble delightful, this from a larger
area ribbon transducer, lacking identifiable coloration. The bass/mid, pure-piston 115
mm frame ceramic driver is of Raidho’s own manufacture, the fabricated cone
assembly starting with formed aluminium which than undergoes an 80 hour high

temperature oxidation to convert it to alumina ceramic, a little heavier of course but
now so rigid that the first breakup mode is pushed out just beyond 20kHz, allowing
for excellent crossover integration.
With thick metal driver baffles and uncompromising construction there is more than
a whiff of Magico here, and is a product we would consider for review.

Raidho C1 .0

The Bel Canto set was the £1,800 C5i with matching CD2 CD player £2,700, cables
by Nordost.

AMR were in force at this show and with an expanded line showed the unusual LS77 ‘Professional Monitor’, a powerful stand mount with a 10 inch bass and an
Isoplanar ribbon tweeter and claiming an ‘AMR 60dB/octave’ crossover. A design
objective is low compression due to large thermal time constants and larger area
radiators. Bass loading is transmission line.

This monitor is no less than 75lb and sells for £11,000 a pair.
The phono amp below, AMR PH-77 is £8,000.

The new AMR Phono Amp

More AMR on show here the new DP-777 DAC with AMR transport, and the blue
light was genuine, from a variable colour lamp. With SPDIF and 192 kHz
asynchronous USB, the DAC has a zero feedback triode digital input, and also triode
audio outputs. It includes a 71 step discrete analogue volume control. Still more
surprising is the use of two DAC technologies, a multibit for CD and 32 bit Delta
Sigma type for HD material.

Music First
Music First were using two sources in this room, iTunes via USB , and analogue
Akai GX635D open reel, while their line controller was the Classic Silver passive

unit driving the Howes Quad II power amp upgrade. The red quarter wave bass
loaded vertically orientated Lowthers are by John Howes. Good clarity was evident in
this room though it seemed out of balance and rather bright, while the Howes
speakers in an adjacent room sounded well balanced.

The second Music First room, also with reel to reel backup, this time a ReVox B77
and with Quad 63 electrostatics, was musically more successful for me.

The Funk Firm showed the current and colourfully vibrant version of their special
arm, based on a Rega foundation with unique cross woven torsional resonance
control.
The Funk Firm F•XRII, their latest torsion controlled arm

The Italian VIVA Solista Integrated Mk2, with four 845 output tubes in an
impressive array. The matching Linea XP preamp includes 300B triode power
supplies and output amplification, ambitious stuff this! There are more designs where
these came from

Vertex AQ working with dealer The Right Note were demonstrating a complete hi
end cable and isolation system to good effect. However their centrepiece was their
new active product the Aletheia DAC-1, a fascinating design based on the last of the
Philips ladder DAC integrated circuit type 1543; 16 bit non-oversampled in this
application.

As you might expect it incorporates extensive RFI suppression plus vibration and
noise control. The output capacitors are Mundorf Supreme. The output is passive i.e.
the DAC current is converted to output voltage across a single high quality resistor.It
doesn’t get much more ‘straight line’ than this.
Floor standing Kawero Vivace loudspeakers were used. Their extremely inert
enclosures are built with tank wood which is a hyper compressed composite. Versions
of these speakers also have rebuilt crossovers by Vertex AQ. The system sound as
demonstrated was extremely precise and focused with a very low noise floor.

The Aletheia architecture

The special Vertex AQ crossover built on a tank wood
non-resonant structure and with selected components

Kawero Vivace, (bigger than it looks here) by Kaiser

A missing, undelivered channel of VTL monoblocks drove Steve to use expedient
Storm Audio amplification, properly supported of course.

The Acoustic Arts Drive II transport for the Aletheia

You need space to accommodate this class of Vertex AQ
cable and vibration control array

Steve Elford explaining his new Vertex AQ non oversampled multibit DAC

AudioNote showed their new tonearm, the ARM-1 with a machined from one piece
arm tube (not the headshell)

The simple but musically effective AudioNote set up, Mario at work again .

Revolver were exhibiting with Audion valve amplifiers.

Revolver also presented the Cygnis Gold with that impressive 15 inch bass driver, this
version priced now at £15K. Designer Mike Jewett explained that following the
successful launch, over the last two years he had gone the extra design mile with the
Gold to fine tune the integration at the listening distance, and which for me has
resulted in superior dynamics and rhythm, and a fine sense of coherence from the
system shown. Mike has retired from active duty at Revolver but retains his
responsibilities as speaker designer.

Revolver Cygnis Gold loudspeakers

MusicWorks were showing their distinctive acrylic stands.

Barry Ogden demonstrated a new double bar acrylic support to good effect on an
already respected Quadraspire floor stand, seen far left. Putting anything under an
audio component such as this Accuphase CD player will change the sound, but in this
case I and the audience agreed that the result was positive, with greater clarity,
dynamics and reduced grain.
Tannoy
While Tannoy were not exhibiting per se, MusicWorks were using the DC8 dual
concentric from the Definition Series, these with an extended treble response to

35kHz. The lively and explicit sound was more than sufficient to show the
differences presented

Howes Acoustics
In addition to the red pair of Quarter Wave speakers at MusicFirst, a second black pair
was playing in their own room with PX4 amplification. This arrangement was one of
the best Lowther performances I have heard at a show. The particular admired
Lowther qualities were well matched in this case by an essentially natural balance.

Howes Lowther equipped ¼ wave corner speaker,
upwards driving, with a horizontal plane diffuser.
They were driven by the intriguing Howes SE 3W valve amplifier with the venerable
NOS Marconi PX4 output which first appeared in1929. Clearly there is enough power
transformer iron to power this device

Howes SE 3W PX4 valve amplifier

Hart
I was intrigued by the Hart loudspeaker - an original, floor standing and rather squat
enclosure, priced at £5K and made on the Isle of Wight, using rebuilt classic paper
cone 12 inch Tannoy Dual Concentrics. The lively signature of the Classic Tannoy
was certainly present.
The Hart Loudspeaker, one of several types.

JoSound
Based in Jersey, JoSound are experienced in laminated bamboo which results in a
high density and low resonance construction. They have designed a single driver
aligned speaker at £4K a pair (Jordan 4”). The larger version, the 45/3 at £6K, has 2 x
4” drivers plus the 2” tweeter. I gave a cabinet the ‘knuckle test’ and it felt more like
granite than wood!

Close up of the JoSound laminated bamboo enclosure

An MTECH USB interface to drive the Musical Fidelity DAC and matching MF
amplification at Jo Sound

Eclipse
A good turnout at Eclipse, now with a full range of turntables on display

An Eclipse 12 player for a 12 inch Rega based Eclipse arm

An ART Audio line up from Rhode Island USA

Emporium HiFi were showing the Lector range. This included the 4 box CD player
reviewed in HIFICRITIC, volume 5 issue 1 which has printed & mailed out this week.

The Lector transport and DAC from Italy

DCS

DCS components including a Puccini DAC driving the Focal loudspeakers including
the now ubiquitous computer audio connection.

Good sounds were obtained in this room while the Focal Viva Utopia
was presented at a good working height

Modwright
Dan Wright came over to the UK show his many designs demonstrating with the
US made Deadalus three-way speakers, Modwright stereo power amp a First Sound
preamp and the by now ubiquitous AMR CD player. The sound was notably precise
and well focused
Modwright

One of a large set of blue illuminated turntables from AA

Audium

These Audium Comp 5 loudspeakers from Germany look pretty trim and fooled us
at first as prodigious bass was delivered , seemingly from the neat 3 inch ‘ full range
‘ driver. I knelt down at peered at that innocent floor slot at the bass and found a
hidden, larger, down firing elliptical bass unit.

Drive for those Audiums on a Music Works Revo stand

Angel Sound
In addition to lots of AMR products showed a new audio server with the favoured
TEAC ripper on board, the QAT Q80MS5, a classy box – no price yet. It’s an all
metal fanless design with a 1T hard drive and an operating system that includes
internet radio. It will support up to 192kHz/32 bit.

The QAT streamer

The QAT streamer , rear view including balanced outputs

QAT music controller, or use an ‘i’ device from you know who
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